EMBA alumni gather to celebrate in St. Louis. Make Way features WashU alumni Craig and Stephanie Bricker.

**Olin News**

Alumni celebrate 40 years of EMBA

For hundreds of WashU Olin EMBA alumni, the program’s anniversary celebration in September was a chance to reminisce and reconnect with friends and professors.

On belonging and well-being

A Leadership Perspectives event revisited two stories from Olin’s On Principle podcast—one from a military general, the other from a junior executive who's an alum.

Register by October 16 for case competition

The Koch Center for Family Enterprise is launching a nationwide case competition for graduate students and undergraduate students. The case focuses on the Taylor family and their work in the newest Major League Soccer franchise.

A Young Scholar among us

The Marketing Science Institute has named Sydney E. Scott, Olin assistant professor of marketing, a Young Scholar.

**Lifelong Learning**
Featured content for October

Julia Deems, Olin's Teaching Professor in Communications, discusses how to evaluate and communicate about risks with key stakeholders. This is an excerpt from Communicating in Digital Spaces III, a course from Olin's Online MBA program.

Log in

To access Lifelong Learning at Olin, visit learn.WashU.online and log in using your WUSTL key.

Need help accessing your WUSTL key? Visit the help page on learn.WashU.online.

Meet Craig and Stephanie Bricker

Their story began at a laundromat when they were students. Today, the Brickers are loyal scholarship donors and active members of the WashU alumni community.

Events

18 OCT

“Virtual Career Boot Camp: Communicating Your Brand”

1 NOV

“Virtual Career Boot Camp: Leveraging LinkedIn”

2 NOV

“Power Lunch & Learn: Cultivating Executive Presence”

9 NOV

“Diversity Perspectives: Presenting Nicole Maines”
Find regional events in your area

Know someone who would be ideal for one of Olin Business School’s programs? Click here to refer a candidate so we can follow up. Or if you’re interested in continuing your business education, let us know.

Refer a Candidate

Thoughts, comments, questions? Email Olin.